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Mesmerism in Saint Domingue

Occult Knowledge and Vodou on the Eve of the Haitian Revolution

FRANÇOIS REGOURD

In August 1784, while the controversy surrounding the flamboyant physician Franz Anton Mesmer was at its height in Paris, Madame Millet, a respectable French woman settled in Saint Domingue, recorded the effects of “animal magnetism” on the inhabitants of the island in the following terms:

A magnetizer has been in the colony for a while now, and, following Mesmer’s enlightened ideas, he causes in us effects that one feels without understanding them. We faint, we suffocate, we enter into truly dangerous frenzies that cause onlookers to worry. At the second trial of the tub, a young lady, after having torn off nearly all her clothes, amorously attacked a young man on the scene. The two were so deeply intertwined that we despaired of detaching them, and she could be torn from his arms only after another dose of magnetism. You’ll admit that such are ominous effects to which women should sooner not expose themselves. It produces a conflagration that consumes us, an excess of life that leads us to delirium. We will soon see a maltreated lover using it to his advantage.1
Mesmer’s enemies could have claimed that these few words said all about mesmerism: it was nothing more than a woman’s frantic disorder, leading to loose sexual conduct. However, we can say more, as historians, to unravel the tangle of facts and expose them. Mesmerism is, of course, a much more complicated phenomenon, as is the story of its rise and development in the most important French Caribbean colony of the eighteenth century.

As in Paris, mesmerism met with great popular success in Saint Domingue, confirmed by spectacular recoveries; as in Paris, it provoked contradictory and passionate reactions ranging from devotion to hatred; as in Paris, “animal magnetism” excited people’s minds enough to reach the papers. Nevertheless, this chapter may be able to offer more than a mere local variant on a European phenomenon. First, the geographical distance from Paris and the colonial status of the island affected its social and intellectual status and its relation to the scientific societies in France; second, the presence at that time of more than 350,000 blacks and mulattos (including about 15,000 free colored people) beside fewer than 25,000 white colonists is a point not to be neglected, as both cultural and political tensions were involved. Saint Domingue, the wealthiest colony of the French empire, was, on the eve of the Haitian Revolution, a time bomb.²

The aim of this chapter is to study a fascinating episode in the history of Atlantic knowledge: how was mesmerist doctrine, and its attendant controversies, exported and appropriated in the colony? How did colonial scientists participate in both local and metropolitan debates under the watchful eye of the Royal Society of Medicine in Paris, and how did this result in a new social organization of scientific life in Saint Domingue? Beyond that point, what exactly happened with the black population of the island, when a few clues suggest that some of them may have assimilated such “magnetic” knowledge, and may have tried to use it as a weapon against their white masters? Alongside these tantalizing traces of a cross-fertilization between European and African occult knowledge and practices, this story is fundamentally about the place and the role of science, knowledge, and belief, in a context of tremendous political and social tension.

Chastenet de Puységur and the Introduction of Mesmerism in Saint Domingue

On June 8, 1784, Antoine-Hyacinthe-Anne de Chastenet de Puységur arrived in Saint Domingue, commanding his corvette *Le Vautour* (*The Vulture*). He was a bright thirty-two-year-old naval officer particularly well versed in nautical sciences: distinguished by the dignity of *chevalier de
Saint-Louis, he had already participated in important scientific campaigns in the Atlantic, testing naval clocks under the command of Verdun de La Crenne in 1772 and learning the delicate use of the eponymous repeating circle (or cercle de réflexion, the best instrument at the time for precise coastal cartography) from Jean-Charles de Borda himself on the African coast in 1776. His experience of observation instruments in several military operations of the American War made Chastenet de Puységur, despite his youth, one of the most competent hydrographers of the time and fully legitimated his appointment as head of the mission to Saint Domingue in 1784.³

His arrival was certainly important for local naval officers and administrators, because of the expected strategic results of his hydrographic campaign. However, it had a much more important echo in the colony, because of the immediate manifestation of his “magnetic” curative powers. Six years after Mesmer’s arrival in Paris and the beginning of the general craze for “animal magnetism,” Saint Domingue’s first “magnetic tub” was set up in the hospital of “La Providence,” in Le Cap Français, the capital of the north part of Saint Domingue. ⁴

Chastenet de Puységur was nothing like an ordinary charlatan: as a matter of fact, his name is very well known to historians of mesmerism, as his older brother, Armand-Marc-Jacques de Chastenet, marquis de Puységur, was one of Mesmer’s most famous disciples, one who can be considered without exaggeration an enlightened precursor of medical hypnosis. For a few years, Antoine-Hyacinthe-Anne had been a fervent partisan of Mesmer, curing people himself whenever possible, and especially on the boats he was commanding; he was so convinced of the efficiency of Mesmer’s curative theories that he experimented almost every day on himself and ordered the ship’s surgeon not to bring any medicine aboard when he left Brest for Saint Domingue.⁵

Puységur had learnt the techniques and theory of this new medicine which was claimed to be a universal panacea (curing blindness, vomiting, paralysis, osteoarthritis, and headaches) from Mesmer himself. From him, he had learned the art of mastering the magnetic flux supposedly running through the human body to relieve pains and physical torments. Mesmerism was also called “animal magnetism” because its theory was based on the existence of magnetic fluids that flowed through animate matter (similar to but different from the familiar mineral form of magnetism). The main idea was that most illnesses were provoked by an internal obstruction impeding the regular flux of magnetic streams through the body, this fluid filling any free space between things, living beings, and even planets. Following that principle, tub séances wherein the magnetic healer magnetized the patients
by means of savant passes over joints and the solar plexus were organized to provoke "crises" and "trances" which were the most efficient way to free the streams. The most visible part of the cure was the famous "tub" filled with magnetized water and metal filings. Gathered in a circle around it, patients were touching metal rods plunged in the tub, each patient holding the same rope through which the fluid was supposed to go from one to another. Some other accessories were an obsessing soft music (a fortepiano or, better, the famous glass-harmonica so precious to Mesmer) and a dark environment, to render his patients more impressionable. Information about the precise decorum that surrounded Puységur's séances in Saint Domingue is lacking, but they were probably very similar to those observed in Europe, as they were explicitly said to be organized following Mesmer's precise instructions. 6

An interesting witness of Saint Domingue life, a certain Morange (a plantation manager who regularly wrote to France to inform the proprietor he was working for) wrote on June 11, 1784 (only three days after Puységur's arrival): "Mesmer: this physician's reputation is beginning to create a sensation here. [...] M. de Puységur [...] is a great master [...] ." 7 On June 15, he added: "M. de Puységur has established three chambers at La Providence in order to magnetize the patients." 8 A few days later, Morange continued his report: "M. and Mme Puységur have come to ask for soup. We have seen the husband mesmerize one of his officers who suffered from a bout of fever. He made him cry, then laugh, with a fortepiano. Experiments have not yet begun for want of the necessary objects. Many are coming up to be treated." 9 Last, on June 27, he noted: "M. de Puységur has begun his treatments." 10 As Moreau de Saint-Méry, a lawyer and the major chronicler of the 1780s in Saint Domingue, noted: "In the Providence Hospital you could see a tub and people with obstruction, gout or asthma assailing it." 11 And indeed, Puységur's magnetic chambers seem to have met with quick and large popular success, attested by the Affiches américaines, the local newspaper, from the end of June 1784. 12 Moreover, Puységur also found disciples to accelerate the spreading of Mesmer's theories in Saint Domingue. Following Mesmer's policy (he was linked to him by a precise contract), he founded a "Society of Harmony" in Le Cap in which as "Great Master" he gathered up to three promotions of "initiates," and some "pupils," for a total of more than twenty persons, including naval officers, physicians, colonists, and even an engineer. 13 Each "initiate" had to pay a fee and sign a similar contract, including a clause punishing any disclosure of Mesmer's secrets with the payment of 50,000 écus (about 150,000 livres tournois, an enormous sum) to the master. 14 As a complement for this strategy of mesmeric expansion in the colony, he even received the support of two other disciples from the Paris
Society of Harmony: one physician and one surgeon, both recommended by Mesmer himself. This offered to Puységur the opportunity of keeping up both the teaching and practice of mesmerism in Le Cap despite long absences due to his hydrographical mission.\(^{15}\)

We do not have many clues that could give us a precise account of Chastenet's and his disciples' medical activity during his first four months in the colony, but we do have a list of 131 cases, written out by the royal physician (médecin du roi) Arthaud, and his colleague, Côme d'Angerville, royal physician-surgeon (médecin-chirurgien du roi) in Le Cap Français, two of the most active opponents of Puységur's work in the colony. More than 100 patients was not a remarkably high figure for a town that counted thousands of inhabitants at that time, but those were "regular" patients, as the magnetic treatment was supposed to be continued for weeks, and often for months—and nothing guarantees, moreover, that the list was exhaustive.\(^{16}\) Among them, Arthaud and his colleague noted only five recoveries and more than twenty deaths. However, persistent rumors were running in the colony, as revealed by this account from Jean Trembley, a plantation owner, perfectly aware of Parisian debates involving Mesmer:

Two mesmeric tubs in this colony were directed by Monseigneur, the Count of Puységur, officer of the royal navy, and by other adepts. Marvelous cures that could hardly be attributed to any play of the imagination have been reported. A cripple brought from the plain to Cap François on a litter walked freely afterward. A female slave paralyzed for fourteen years was entirely cured in a short time without her realizing that she was been treated, etc.\(^{17}\)

In Puységur's private papers, we can find also a certificate signed by an inhabitant of Limonade testifying to a temporary recovery.\(^{18}\)

In any case, the controversy involving some of the most enlightened minds in the colony rapidly grew, not only as an echo of contemporary debates in France but as an expression of local intellectual vitality, which reveals some interesting points.

The Scientific Controversy and its Developments

As historians have shown, the frontier between such a medical and physical theory and charlatanism was not easy to define. In Saint Domingue, as in France at the same time, the general craze for the amazing powers of science was peaking: hot-air balloon flights and demonstrations of electrical machines and cures or chemical manipulations did not spare Saint Domingue.\(^{19}\) In such a context, in Saint Domingue as in France,
mesmerism could have been nothing more for most people than another episode in the story of men's mastery of natural powers, from Newton to Franklin, passing by the Montgolfier brothers.

Nevertheless, Mesmer was a strange figure, dangerously flirting with the usual charlatan's style, such as Cagliostro's or the Comte de Saint-Germain's, who were operating at the same time. His greed for money and his supernatural buildups also made an unfavorable impression on academic physicians and scientists of repute who led the fight against him in Paris, more or less since the beginning of the 1780s. In Paris in 1784, two commissions appointed by the government, including the main scientific authorities of the time (among them Franklin), led an investigation, and published their accounts in the fall of 1784. Both concluded that Mesmer was a charlatan and that his pretended recoveries were no more than fruits of the imagination. From that date on, Mesmer's success progressively declined in Paris under the joint accusations of caricature and scientific discredit. 20

Thus, the Parisian controversy reached Saint Domingue at the same time as Puységur, which is not without consequence. The quick reactions of people such as Arthaud or Côme d'Angerville can be accounted for by their determination to take an active part in the Parisian debates. As soon as July 27, 1784—Puységur had by then been treating people in the colony for only a few weeks—Arthaud wrote to the Société royale de médecine; his letter was read out on September 28, 1784: "A disciple of M. Mesmer has been with us for a month. He has set up a considerable apparatus and gathered all sorts of patients. He has promised to cure them all. He has now been operating for a month; seven people have died." 21

Such an involvement in the scientific debates of the home country is no extraordinary thing, as the intellectual elites in Saint Domingue at the end of the eighteenth century were clearly involved in the most dynamic networks of the Republic of Letters. 22 The fact is that all through the controversy that opposed physicians from Le Cap to Puységur, established physicians called the Société royale to witness, conveying information and relying on the institution to legitimate their fight. This is obviously a boon for the historian because it provides a precious source with which to approach the controversy.

In a letter to Arthaud, dated June 25, 1785, J. Fournier de Varenne, one of most fervent proponents of mesmerism in the island, brought up a novel point in the controversy, arguing that the effects of mesmerism could be different on different sides of the Atlantic Ocean:

It is very odd and very remarkable that physicians in Paris should deny the existence of animal magnetism while physicians in the New World admit the truth of it. Are physicians in America favored
with more good faith and honesty than European ones? Or can it be that the effects of animal magnetism are more strongly felt in the equatorial area? For the physicians’ sake, I go for the latter opinion, which is, besides, in conformity with our [i.e. mesmerist] doctrine.23

Could it be that Fournier de Varenne was invoking an American specificity as a means to disqualify the results of European scientific commissions, thus hoping to give a second chance to mesmerism on the other side of the Atlantic? As Robert Darnton underlined in his Mesmerism and the End of the Enlightenment, mesmerism had also reached the United States in the early 1780s, thanks to Lafayette, who went back to America in 1784 bringing magnetic theories in his luggage. An ardent proponent of Mesmer, Lafayette had planned at that time to establish a few “Societies of Harmony” in the young country; but Jefferson, who was then the U.S. ambassador in Paris, successfully undermined his efforts by sending back to his country numerous anti-mesmerist pamphlets and scientific accounts he had found in Paris—and there were very many at that time.24 Despite Lafayette’s active proselytism in Philadelphia and elsewhere, despite his visit to some Shakers in whom he had seen a manifestation of “indigenous mesmerism,” it seems he did not encounter the expected success, even if a booklet called Nouvelle découverte sur le magnétisme animal, published circa 1800, still claimed the authority of some correspondents in America.25

Anyway, the fact that Fournier de Varenne claimed that magnetic streams could be different and have different effects in various points of the globe was not surprising, nor was the idea that European men and women were subject to some physiological transformation when they were transplanted under tropical and equatorial climates. The sallow-skinned Creoles and their languor or sexual disorder were commonplacest of the eighteenth-century medical discourse. Moreover, the question of magnetic variations and the various reports showing that electric fluid was less easy to produce in tropical colonies because of excess of humidity in the air had already brought to light such subtle physical differences.26

As we can see, the debate was spurring many questions, echoing those in France but with some “local touches,” and some doubts on the quality of experts from the Old World as relevant judges for any scientific question in America. Besides, the “radical” social and political discourse that often emerged in the wake of the medical strand of mesmerism (as Robert Darnton demonstrated) was not totally absent from the debate.27 As a matter of fact, we find a reference to this aspect of the question, once again under the quill pen of the pro-mesmerist Fournier de Varenne. He expressed the idea that Mesmer’s purpose was also to perfect social institutions, and first of all medicine, ridiculing the Société royale de médecine in Paris as a “schismatic
body of plotters, ... a monstrous deformed wart which has grown on the
corpse of the antique Faculty, like a fungus on a decrepit tree."\textsuperscript{28} This
prompted a scathing answer from Arthaud, a royal physician (\textit{médecin du
roi}): "I suppose you should aspire to overthrow the social order and destroy
it, since that would be the only means of returning to nature."\textsuperscript{29}

Reading such passages, it is tempting to construct a sociopolitical
approach to the phenomenon, which would follow Darnton’s work on
Mesmerism, transposing it to the colonial setting. Puységur’s disciples
would then be portrayed as second-rank physicians looking for some
kind of social prestige and acknowledgment, trying to find their place
beside the official hierarchy of science embodied in the \textit{médecin du roi},
Arthaud, working along with the Royal Society of Medicine in Paris.\textsuperscript{3}
And indeed, for opponents of mesmerism, this episode had highlighted
the lack of an authoritative scientific body in the colony, such as the
Académie royale des sciences or the Société royale de médecine in Paris.
As Arthaud wrote to the Société royale de médecine in September 1785,
describing his campaign against Puységur and his adepts, possibly with
some affectation:

I assure you, Sir, there would be little merit in carrying out this project
in any place other than a colony, but here double courage is necessary
especially when one feels so distant—as we are—from the center of
Government, the influence of the Graces and the encouragements
which sustain the zeal and animate the undertakings of a society.
Science is an exotic plant that has not yet taken root here; it is not yet
known how to cultivate it, and I think it will be difficult to naturalize
it here.\textsuperscript{31}

This letter expressed much more than a simple recognition of the Paris
medical society’s prestige and authority, as it gives such a clear image of
the idea of a scientific periphery and of the need to transplant metropolitan
institutions to the colony. By that time, in fact, a small company of scientists
and enlightened personalities (most of them physicians, lawyers, and
planters) had already been living and developing in the colony for over a
year, known as the \textit{Cercle des Philadelphes}. And yet, this \textit{Cercle} was born on
August 15, 1784 (with its official status being approved by administrators
in September 1784) in direct reaction \textit{against} the mesmerian tidal wave
that had been threatening since its beginning a month before to flood
established medicine in the colony. As James McClellan noticed in his
pioneering and wide-ranging book on that \textit{Cercle}, “[N]o one disputes the
role of Puységur and mesmerism in triggering the formation of the colony’s
scientific society.”\textsuperscript{32} The idea of Arthaud, here, as the natural leader of the
nine founder fathers of the new colonial enlightened society, was clearly to embody a scientific barrier erected against Puységur and his occult powers. It also aimed at claiming support and “encouragements” from “the government” and the colonial machine as a whole.

In this sense, though it also expressed many other local and sometimes contradictory aspirations, the Cercle des Philadelphes, built on the battlefield of an anti-mesmerist campaign under the protection of the Société royale de médecine in Paris, can be seen as a transplantation of a social order of “science,” claimed as universal, from one shore of the Atlantic Ocean to the other. The image of an “exotic plant” is in that way relevant, as it suggests that such a conception of science had to be acclimatized. Decked in the full attire of French academic science (with its public meetings, jetons, competitions, publication of approved memoirs, and so on), it stepped onto the scene as a citadel besieged by the radical proponents of supernatural and occult knowledge—who were embodied in the rival “Society of Harmony” established in Le Cap at the same time.

Thus, thanks to the royal support offered by local administrators and the navy and thanks to the scientific credit given to established medicine by the official accounts published in Paris and brought to public knowledge in Saint Domingue, mesmerism seemed to have progressively disappeared from the colony by the fall of 1785, even if the last tub séances in Le Cap cannot be dated with precision. A few years later, in May 1789, the Cercle des Philadelphes that had proved its usefulness in a much wider range of circles than the medical ones had become the Société royale des Sciences et Arts du Cap Français, the first royal academy in the French colonial domain. By that time, the most enlightened people of the Island had joined the Society, including former “initiates” of the disbanded Society of Harmony. The scientific acculturation of Saint Domingue’s elite by the metropolitan Academic model was then completed, and the Cercle des Philadelphes never referred to Mesmer beyond the first year of its existence—even though the phenomenon, discredited in Paris, seemed to regain a new strength in the French provinces. In 1798, Moreau de Saint-Méry could evoke the memory of this rapid fading in the following terms: “[T]he tub was deserted, and the paralytic they had brought had to be taken back home.”

The birth of a brand-new scientific normative institution benevolently protected by the Société royale de médecine in Paris and the rise of a colonial scientific identity proudly built on the ruins of supernatural knowledge apparently sealed the destiny of mesmerism in the colony. Nevertheless, even if the official disqualification of “fanatics” and “simpletons” defending this “charlatanism” had been achieved by the Cercle des Philadelphes
by the end of 1785, the idea of mesmerism was not quite dead in Saint Domingue.

Mesmerism and Vodou: Atlantic Cultural Cross-Fertilization?

Moreau de Saint-Méry, for example, evokes the fact that mesmerism had briefly found followers in the southern part of the island, far from Le Cap, especially among slaves and people of color: “Magnetism had its disciples, its apostles, and consequently its miracles in the southern department. But it was also ridiculed, and it died.” However, he adds, “[T]he miraculous was rejected by all faiths, except those that admit of the Resurrection”—meaning the island’s black population.⁴¹

There are indeed some clues justifying the hypothesis of a spreading of mesmeric theories and practices among the black population of the colony, both in the south and north. Although no blacks had been admitted in the “Society of Harmony” in Le Cap, some seem to have been cured thanks to “animal magnetism”. Arthaud and Côme d’Angerville’s list of patients treated by Puységur and his local disciples during the first four months of his presence in Le Cap reveals that at least ten people of color (including at least three slaves) had been treated in Le Cap at that time, coming from various places in Saint Domingue (Ouanaminthe, Saint Marc, Port-de-Paix, and Le Dondon).⁴² In all likelihood, people attending tub meetings could imitate some passes and other theatrical features to claim links with mesmerism (without having been granted (paying) permission by Puységur). Such forms of distribution are attested for example in the previously cited letter by Morange of July 23, 1784: “[T]here is a surgeon at Blin’s place who magnetizes and operates faster than M. de Puységur. He sells his secret for 3300 livres to any newcomer. Lavaud had bought it and died of it.”⁴³

Moreover, the idea of using Mesmer’s treatment for plantation slaves as a large-scale treatment, in particular, seems to have seduced some masters, as did the idea of inoculation some years before.⁴⁴ This is shown by a letter from Morange in June 1784, on hearing that his master, Stanislas Foache, was following such a mesmeric treatment in Le Havre, France: “We know that M. Stanislas has been initiated into the mysteries of animal magnetism and that he is making ample use of it. Should he consider the effects beneficial, he will no doubt inform us and then inform his Negroes who could profit by these things.”⁴⁵ However, he continues, regretfully noting that slaves (and maybe black people as a whole) were not Puységur’s major concern, “M. de Puységur who is a great master, looks extremely hesitant [to cure slaves]; he is even reluctant to touch. It is wished that he should
reveal his secret for the good of humanity but he hasn’t yet explained himself.\textsuperscript{46}

However, we indeed find one more trace of diffusion among the slave population besides the three slaves and the woman paralyzed for fourteen years mentioned above. As the planter Trembley notices,

A plantation owner on this plain [near Le Cap], made a big profit by magnetizing a consignment of cast-off slaves he bought at a low price. Restoring them to good health by means of the tub, he was able to lease them at prices paid for the best slaves. The rage for magnetism has taken hold of everyone here. Mesmeric tubs are everywhere. [But] today hardly anyone speaks of them any longer, perhaps because too much has already been said about them.\textsuperscript{47}

Such clues are unfortunately rare and difficult to find, even if we can still hope to find some more in plantation archives or private correspondence one day.

Of great interest, then, is the mention of mesmerism in two rulings from the Conseil supérieur du Cap, in reaction to repeated nocturnal meetings of black people, just a few miles south of Le Cap, in the La Marmelade district, a recent place mainly cleared by the work of first generation slaves, most of them from Congo. In the first one, dating from May 16, 1786, the Council forbade all people of African blood to join such night meetings in which had been noticed “convulsions” and manifestations of the “false prodigies due to this would-be magnetism […] usurped by Negroes and disguised by them under the name of Bila”—a term referring to Vodou practices.\textsuperscript{48} The second one, published on November 23, 1786, condemned three slaves named Jérôme Poteau, Télémaque, and Jean, found guilty of “having held nocturnal meetings of slaves, fraught with superstition and tumult, in several houses of the La Marmelade district and other nearby places under the pretence of magnetism.”\textsuperscript{49} At the end of the century, Moreau de Saint-Méry evoked this episode in the following terms:

One certainly does not expect to hear that La Marmelade had been the place chosen to bring to fruition the ideas of magnetism suited to the views of those who propagated them. They appeared in La Marmelade together with the hoaxes of the ‘Illuminated,’ the repulsive tricks of the Convulsionaries and excesses of profanation because their aim was to reap the profits of swindling.

and he then spoke about “chimerical mysteries,” “superstitions,” and “shameless charlatanism.”\textsuperscript{50}
However that may be, the reading of the two rulings of 1786 and of the related judiciary archives kept in the lawyer François de Neufchâteau’s papers reveals that what happened at that time in plantations near Le Cap, the north part of the island, was seen by many as much more than a trivial event involving unscrupulous charlatans.

The 1786 archives refer to ceremonies that systematically take place “by night in secluded places” and involve “very numerous people.” During these ceremonies, the decree of May 16 continues,

[T]he miraculous operator has the subjects who ask to submit to his power brought to him into the circle. He does not limit himself to magnetizing them in the modern sense of the word. After the magician has caused stupor or convulsions in them using both the sacred and the profane, holy water is brought to him since he pretends it is necessary to break the spell that he had previously cast on the subjects [...].

The Substitute of the king’s prosecutor (substitut du procureur du roi), in his closing speech for the prosecution, evoked in the following terms an account given by a white witness of the scene:

M. Jacquin, M. Estève’s bursar, says that in the course of last July he clearly saw through the slits in the wall of Negro Jean Lodot’s cabin, Negro Jean himself [another slave judged during this trial] among a numerous assembly, kneeling before a table covered with a rug and lighted by two candles, raising a fetish at intervals; that he could not clearly distinguish the kneeling and silent Negroes during the ceremony; he adds that he has afterwards found two machetes crossed on the spot where Negro Jean had operated. A certain Dimanche, Negro slave on the Estève habitation says [...] that those assemblies were called mayombe or bila. He describes in detail the ceremonies held there: leaves taken from raspberry bushes, avocado and orange trees were put in their hands, they were asked to kneel and then given tafia to drink in which he mixed pepper, garlic and whiting; and once the drink had made them fall the said Negro struck them with a machete to make them stand up again. He adds that Negro Jean carried a little bag strapped on his shoulder containing a crucifix, pepper, garlic, gunpowder, nails and a small case.

As we can see and as Gabriel Debien and Pierre Pluchon have shown, these accounts are clearly describing manifestations of the Vodou cult, attested at that time in similar words by several witnesses. As a matter of fact, this trial is a trial against Vodou, in which Le Cap judges saw, or feigned to see, a mere manifestation of the familiar Puységur’s “animal
magnetism." Even a rapid glance at the papers we have today in our hands shows clearly that what is at stake, in that story, is nothing but the place and status of black religious and magical practices, in a colony of 350,000 black people severely ruled and dominated by a minority of only 25,000 whites.

At this stage, a passage of the ruling of May 16, 1786 provides another element for analysis: “It would be extremely dangerous for this colony ... to leave in the hands of Blacks an instrument that physical science only handles with great wariness, and which lends itself so easily to excesses and conjurers’ tricks, common among Negroes and venerable in their eyes.”53 First, it reveals a persistent doubt concerning the real effects of mesmeric theories and practices, and it underlines the feeling that any appropriation of a European knowledge, “usurped” and “disguised” by black people, represents a potential risk for the colony.54 Second, it underlines that the major fear of the judges was to see any charismatic leader taking advantage of such “illusions.” As a matter of fact, such a suspicion of the use by black slaves of any kind of European knowledge—knowledge supposedly giving power over men—was part of the campaigns led on the field of symbolic power by both white masters and black slaves. In that sense, the use of “holy water” in the Vodou ceremonies could be considered on the same level as the use of mesmeric “tricks,” both things participating in increasing sacred and symbolic power held by Vodou officiates.55

At that point, indeed, older fears were revived. Behind the harsh condemnation of those occult practices loomed the fear of poisonings. In the late 1750s, that fear had taken the shape of a fugitive slave born in Africa, known as Macandal, suspected of having mounted a vast project for poisoning the entire white population of the island. His trial had brought to light his supposed knowledge of some secret toxic properties of plants but also some magical practices that had endowed him with a very special credit among black people. That was confirmed in the verdict of January 20, 1758, which found him guilty of crime among the Negroes, having corrupted and seduced them by tricks and encouraged them to indulge in impieties and profanations in which he was himself involved, having introduced holy objects in the composition and use of allegedly magical parcels meant for evil spells which he concocted and sold to Negroes; for having besides prepared, sold and distributed all kinds of poisons.56

Condemned to death and burnt alive on the public square during an execution fraught with dramatic developments, that poisoner durably
and strongly impressed black people’s minds. And indeed, his name is still present today in Haitian memory as it is in the Vodou cult: a *loa* or *lwa* (a major spirit participating in the cult) is called *Macandal*, and the term *macandal* still today designates a talisman made of various elements gathered into a small packet.57

For the colonist, that episode in which African knowledge of poisons, magical ceremonies, and phantasms of servile revolts were mixed was still looming as a threat nearly thirty years later. “And who knows”—stated the May 1786 ruling—“who could tell how far initiators or convulsionaries of the Macandal type could one day carry this fanaticism and delirium?”58 In the minds of the colonists in 1786, magnetism was close to becoming an element of the feared black resistance to both European domination and European rationality, regularly expressed in mysterious nocturnal assemblies fraught with menace.

The idea that mesmeric elements could have been included in Vodou ceremonies is, of course, relevant, as Vodou (unlike mesmerism, which defined itself among its white European officiants as a rigid constituted knowledge) represents a body of knowledge, practices, and beliefs built on a constant cultural cross-fertilization with local and recent traditions, Catholic culture, and prestigious knowledge brought directly from different parts of Africa (especially Dahomey and Congo) by incoming slaves. However, today’s Vodou does not reveal any visible or tangible connection with Mesmer: no tubs, no clear reference to Puységur, Mesmer, or any of their locally known disciples. Moreover, “mesmerism,” “magnetism,” and “would-be mesmerism” never appeared in judiciaries’ sources of that time in Saint Domingue as anything other than European *words* used by white judges for describing various parts of Vodou rites, for which we have existing, older descriptions. Therefore, even if we should not neglect the attractive and appealing possibility of a long journey of mesmeric knowledge from Vienna to Saint Domingue’s plantations, passing by Paris and Le Cap, we must be cautious, as these descriptions of black mesmerism seem to have been nothing but a smokescreen set between the rationality of French judges, and the frightening manifestation of black Vodou nocturnal ceremonies.59 In that context, the use of words designating at that time a familiar and reassuring form of charlatanism was doubtless a way to publicly disqualify any kind of black occult knowledge and also gave words to judges to describe and condemn such a mysterious phenomenon, characterized by both impressive “trances” and hypnotic effects. In the same way, as they definitively closed the mesmeric files, the judges opportunistically avoided any request for further scientific inquiries from the *Philadelphes* on such elusive, mysterious and
irreducible black knowledge—deliberately excluding it from European spheres of interest.

However that may be, neither the verbal stifling of the Vodou phenomenon (which was reduced to the status of second-rate mesmerism) nor the exemplary condemnation of the nocturnal assemblies to which it gave rise in several places in the colony succeeded very far. The symbolic and social power of Vodou was actually to play a role (doubtless important, albeit difficult to evaluate) as a strong stimulation for combatants in the black Revolution which made Saint Domingue flare up in 1791.60

Conclusion

As we can see, the story of mesmerism in Saint Domingue had been much more than a simple episode of colonial medical life. Introduced with some success in the colony by one of its stronger supporters in 1784, it raised local debates among scientists and colonists and certainly contributed to reinforce intellectual links between colonial intellectual elites and French academicians. As a consequence, it directly led to the birth of the first French colonial academy, well known as the Cercle des Philadelphes, which became in 1789 the Société royale des arts et lettres du Cap Français de Saint Domingue. Seen as a scientific theory, mesmerism provides an interesting opportunity to observe in vivo the spreading of a coherent body of both scientific and occult knowledge through the Atlantic toward the European and African worlds rooted in Saint Domingue. As it provoked internal and external scientific debates under the watchful eye of royal institutions in France, its spread in the colony can be seen as a major moment in the building of a scientific identity for local enlightened minds. Used as a rebellion flag by some enlightened colonists fighting against the supposed universality of European expert knowledge and (moreover) portrayed by colonial magistrates as a threatening weapon in the hands of slaves willing to overthrow the whites’ domination, mesmerism in Saint Domingue appears as a fascinating catalyst of tensions and fantasies, belonging to that mysterious part of knowledge that makes historical anthropology so interesting.61

The short but intense episode of Saint Domingue mesmerism is also one of the rare occasions that allow historians to glimpse a part of the secret knowledge of black slaves, usually obscured in written sources. European “mesmerism” and its “mesmeric trances,” thought of by colonists, physicians, and judges as an occult power, provided them with the perfect words and tools they needed to understand and vilify such a strange (and to them incomprehensible) thing as Vodou—thus building behind a
smokescreen the elusive figure of a seductive shared and changing Atlantic knowledge.
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